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Have a go at…………… Pyrography! 

What you will need: 
Wood burning tool/pen* (there are lots available on the internet or specialist stores)  
Wooden items to burn - coasters, wooden knives or forks, chopping boards etc. (these can be purchased from the 
internet) 
Pencil 
Blue tack 
Scanned images to trace the patterns for coasters or create your own design 
Tracing paper can be used to transfer the designs if needed  
Varnish and paint brush if you are creating a coaster, this will allow you to wipe clean the coaster if needed 
Felt and PVA to stick onto the base of your coaster  
 
*These tools are extremely hot and can cause nasty burns so caution must be taken at all times and make sure that you are working in a 
ventilated room and near a window – there isn’t huge amounts of smoke or burning but it is just good practice to do so!  
 
This is a fun and easy craft to have a go at.  There are lots of different types of wood burning tools available, you do not need to spend a huge amount to get good results and 
most come with a selection of different interchangeable heads to create different marks.  But make sure that each tooling head is completely cold before you change 
each one! 
 
Don’t invest in lots of expensive wooden pieces to experiment with.  I have used some simple cut wooden circles and a pack of wooden picnic knives and forks.  Draw your 
design onto the surface to give you some guide lines (you can print and trace the patterns if you are creating coasters if you wish).   I tend to secure the wooden object down 
onto a surface using a piece of blue tack, this prevents slipping.  
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Turn your wood burning tool to the hottest settings (but do read the instructions first!) and leave to heat up fully.  Always take care when you are using these tools, hold as if 
you are using a drawing pencil and make sure that you keep your fingers/hands away from the tip. 
 
Now with gentle pressure follow your design lines and the tip of the burning tool will burn the marks into the wood.  The longer that you hold the tip to the wood the darker and 
deeper the burn mark will become. 
 
You can apply a layer of varnish and also stick felt underneath each circle if you are creating coasters. 
           

         


